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The conduct of clinical research trials is an essential part of the discovery, learning, and testing process for new medical research and treatments as well as drugs. Thus, improving clinical research trial delivery in dedicated performance sites is a gateway to better scientific knowledge, medical discoveries and effective new treatments for many diseases. While clinical research can be conducted in various settings, academic, medical, and industrial institutions have chosen to construct clinical research performance sites to provide a shared infrastructure on which to perform clinical research trials. We call this shared human and physical resource infrastructure a Clinical Research Unit (CRU), although they go by other names such as Performance Sites. Operationally, the CRU has intuitive economies of scale and scope. On the other hand, clinical trials have a complex operational structure that makes it difficult to plan and schedule them at a shared CRU site. Our research creates a systems analysis method that optimizes complex operational planning and coordination needs of sites that perform clinical research trials. The time sensitive and resource specific treatment sequences of the many trial protocols make it very difficult to capture the dynamics of this unusually complex system. The inadequacy of existing approaches for site planning and participant scheduling are exhibited in high and variable Time to First Available Visit (TFAV) metrics and high staff overtime costs.
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